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Romans 11 – 16
According to Romans 13: 11, this is a “Strategic hour in human history” and God’s
Spirit is calling His church to “awaken.”
What are some evidences that the Church has been ASLEEP?
What evidences would be visible if the Church were to AWAKEN?
What evidences would be visible in the CULTURE if the Church were to
AWAKEN?
Major positive changes in US history are rooted in Spiritual Awakenings.
For a JESUS-AWAKENING to occur in the CULTURE, a JESUS-AWAKENING must
begin in the CHURCH; for AWAKENING to occur in the church, it must START
WITH _________________.
LET’S PRAYERFULLY RESPOND TO THE SPIRIT’S CALLING TO–

AWAKEN YOUR HEART TO _____________.
• With Awe and Wonder –11: 33 - 36
• With a Yielded Heart – 12: 1

• With Attentive Heart – 13: 11

AWAKEN YOUR HEART TO LOVE __________________.
• By Meeting Relational Needs – chapter 12
• By Living Submissive Lives to Authority –13: 1 - 7
• By Pursuing Sexual Purity – 13: 13-14

AWAKEN YOUR HEART TO ___________________ – Chapter 16
This chapter highlights the disciple-making relationships the Apostle Paul
equipped, entrusted and empowered to live as disciples – who make
disciples.

“GOOD NEWS” Weekly Challenges:
a) READ TOGETHER Romans 13: 11 – 14 & DISCUSS what it means to ‘wake
up’ from spiritual slumbering and how this can be evident in your life and
the church.
b) Do you agree with the following statement ? Why or Why not? “For a
Jesus-Awakening to occur in the CULTURE, Awakening must begin in the
CHURCH; for Awakening to occur in the church, it must start with YOU.”
PRAY together for Awakening to occur in this strategic hour of history. – 2
Chronicles 7: 14.
c) In today’s message, Pastor pointed out 3 areas to Awaken personally.
Which of these areas do you desire a greater sense of awakening? PRAY
with a partner for personal awakening.
d) READ one chapter of the N.T. with your Roswell Street family (1
Corinthians 1 – 8), REFLECT on what you are reading, and RESPOND by
writing your thoughts down in a journal.

